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Instructions

VXZ 03-02-00:53 Daily 90

SPY Prediction for tomorrow Down Strength of Prediction 0.0000
VXX Prediction for tomorrow Down Strength of Prediction 0.0000

VXX: 0.00 VXX Parachute: 0.00 (Buy XIV after checking stochastics chart 100A13) (Modified Stochastics) 
VIX: 11.12 VXV: 12.84 (Normal)

Many appologies. Due to connectivity problems, this webpage, and all the pages linked into the table below, can be found by clicking here. All are
kept as current as possible. This webpage is called all_APC.pdf and the others are called pro_XXX.pdf, where XXX is a ticker symbol.

This table has links to HTML files which may be out of date.

    Generation Gap Signals Efficiency Signals
Inv Sym Name Updated Monthly Weekly Daily 90 60 45 30 15 Monthly Weekly Daily 90 60 45 30 15
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This page shows current, high risk, long and short opportunities in the APC Signals table. Before you make an investment, it's important to wait until
the security moves in the direction that you expect for at least one tick or two. And since these are high risk recommendations, be sure not to invest
any money that you cant lose. Notice that for almost every index or security listed in this table, a 3X leveraged ETF can be found, which can be used
to accelerate earnings. 

APC Signals
Long Opportunity Based on McGuffin. Short Opportunity Based on McGuffin.
Starting up cycle with no McGuffin. Starting down cycle with no McGuffin.
Good long opportunity. Wait for green plus. Good short opportunity. Wait for red plus.
Weak long opportunity. McGuffin inside channel. Weak short opportunity. McGuffin inside channel.
Very weak long opportunity. McGuffin outside channel. Very weak short opportunity. McGuffin outside channel.

Explanation of AADX Trend Table
Strengthening Up Trend
Strengthening Down Trend
Strong Up Trend
Strong Down Trend
Weakening Up Trend
Weakening Down Trend
Downward Exhaustion
Upward Exhaustion

3X ETFs
1X Description 3X -3X
SPY S&P 500 UPRO SPXU
IWM Russell 2000 URTY SRTY
XLF Financials FINU FINZ
TLT 20+ Year Bond TMF TMV
SOXX SOX Index SOXL SOXS
GLD Gold UGLD DGLD
SLV Silver USLV DSLV
IEF 10 Year Bond TYD TYO
EEM Emerging Markets EDC EDZ
IYR Real Estate DRN DRV
FCG Natural Gas GASL GASX
UNG Natural Gas UGAZ DGAZ
USO Oil UWTI DWTI

3X ETFs
Proshares
Direxion Funds
Velocity Shares
3xetf.com

   VAP Ichimoku Signals (Column 14) Divergence Strength
Sym Name Updated Monthly Weekly Daily 90 60 45 30 15 Monthly Weekly Daily 90 60 45 30 15

SPY S+P 500 03-02-
00:19

SVXY Inverse
VXX

03-02-
02:11

DIA DOW 03-02-
00:41

QQQ Nasdaq 100 03-02-
00:25

IWM Russel 2000 03-02-
02:05

IJH MidCap 400 03-02-
00:30

XLF Financials 03-02-
01:21

GDX Gold Miners 03-02-
03:14

GLD Gold 03-02-
01:16

SLV Silver 03-02-
02:00

VXX Shrt Trm
Vix Fut

03-02-
00:47

VXZ Long Trm
Vix Fut

03-02-
00:53

TLT 20 Year T
Bond

03-02-
02:38

IEF 10 Year T
Bond

03-02-
02:44
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